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Abstract

Our study presents a stratified dataset com

piled from six different Slavic bodies of text,

for crosslinguistic and diachronic analyses

of Slavic PreModern language variants. We

demonstrate unsupervised domain adaptation

and supervised finetuning of BERT on these

lowresource, historical Slavic variants, for the

purposes of provenance attribution in terms of

three downstream tasks: manuscript, century

and copying region classification. The data

compilation aims to capture diachronic as well

as regional language variation and change: the

texts were written in the course of roughly a

millennium, incorporating language variants

from the High Middle Ages to the Early Mod

ern Period1, and originate from a variety of

geographic regions. Mechanisms of language

change in relatively small portions of such data

have been inspected, analyzed and typologized

by Slavists manually; our contribution aims to

investigate the extent to which the BERT trans

former architecture and pretrained models can

benefit this process. Using these datasets for

domain adaptation, we could attribute temporal,

geographical and manuscript origin on the level

of text snippets with high Fscores. We also

conducted a qualitative analysis of the models’

misclassifications.

1 Introduction

One of the prerequisites of diachronic linguistic

research is the chronological and geolocational at

tribution of historical texts. Establishing the prove

nance of textual material incorporates two interwo

ven research areas: language history and textual

history. For language history, reliable provenance

attribution enables determining and categorizing

1According to Western classification.

linguistic features corresponding to specific time

periods that can thereby uncover language change;

for textual history, it facilitates the tracking of the

traditions of text creation (copying and handing

down) employed in manuscripts, and thereby the

reconstruction of a text’s archetype.

Chronological and geolocational attribution of

historical texts is a laborious process that can ben

efit from recent advances in natural language pro

cessing (NLP): to this end, in a collaborative project

between Slavic studies and language technology,

we apply domain adaptation and finetuning of

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) on historical Slavic

data. Our focus material consists of six bodies of

text that originate from medieval and early modern

manuscripts and early printings, created in South

Eastern and Eastern Europe. They had been man

ually transcribed and dated between the 10th18th

centuries on the manuscript level, based on codico

logical, linguistic and paleographical aspects. The

manuscripts and early printings we examined use

Cyrillic script and nonnormalized orthography2.

They pertain to the written genre of nonvernacular

language and to the broader domain of religion.

The texts encompass language varieties ranging

fromOld Church Slavic to its later recensions; these

are known to have developed under influences of

a.o. geographically constrained cultural areas. Vari

ants were formed by factors that gave rise to or

thographic, lexical and morphosyntactic changes,

e.g. via modernising tendencies that adapted to the

vernacular usage at the geographic area where the

texts got copied and compiled, but also reverse ten

2Written in scriptio continua customary for that time, where
spaces are occasionally used in an unsystematic way to mark
breath pauses, but our transcribed texts are word segmentated
either during transcription or during HTR.
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dencies in the form of stylistic archaizing, reintro

ducing specific linguistic properties characteristic

of South Slavic; this was in trend at the turn of

the 14th/15th centuries in certain Rus’ian literary

schools, called the Second South Slavic influence

(Talev, 1973).

The above heterogeneity of changeinducing fac

tors impacted various linguistic levels, as reflected

by our historical data. This poses uncharted chal

lenges to provenance attribution, which we tackled

in three downstream text classification tasks: the at

tribution of the properties manuscript, century and

region performed with BERT models on texts seg

mented into sentencelike snippets. We also used

the data for domain adaptation of BERT models,

evaluating its impact on the downstream tasks.

In related work in NLP, large language mod

els and transformer architectures have been put to

use for some historical languages (Bamman and

Burns, 2020; Schweter et al., 2022; Gabay et al.,

2022; Manjavacas, 2022; Lendvai andWick, 2022),

but we are not aware of studies using this tech

nology for treating historical Slavic data; Kutuzov

and Pivovarova (2021) reported on a shared task

for assessing semantic change for selected lexical

items but based on Modern Russian data starting

from the 18th century. Use cases similar to ours are

described in recent studies, e.g. on chronological

attribution of text with deep learning methods on

historical languages (Assael et al., 2019; Liebeskind

and Liebeskind, 2020; Rastas et al., 2022). Further

related downstream tasks include language identifi

cation, i.e. discriminating closely related languages

or varieties, where studies report on the compila

tion of corpora specifically for this purpose and on

methods that range from classical machine learn

ing e.g. based on frequency of character ngrams,

lexical frequency and exclusivity, partofspeech

and morphology information, to deep learning ap

proaches, a.o. based on character embeddings (Is

lam et al., 2011; Zampieri et al., 2019; Wu et al.,

2019; BernierColborne et al., 2019).

Our contributions in this paper are the follow

ing: Introducing six PreModern Slavic bodies of

text (henceforth: datasets) and their employment

in deep learning experiments with BERT (Section

2); Describing our experimental matrix in terms of

BERT models, domain adaptation procedure and

setup of downstream tasks (Section 3); Evaluating

and analyzing the performance scores andmisclassi

fications of the models and sketching ongoing work

(Section 4); Discussing our pilot study in terms of

limitations (Section 5).

2 Data and class labeling

Table 1 presents an overview of the six datasets

we used. The first three columns correspond to

our three downstream text classification tasks that

each designate a small set of coarsegrained target

labels. In effect, we partition the same data into dif

ferent subsets along a specific property, the first one

manuscript, where BERT needs to assign to each

text snippet from which manuscript this snippet

comes from. For attributing the century, we have

three classes: ‘10–12’, ‘15–16’and ‘18’: we binned

data from the first two datasets; resp. from the third

and fourth, resp. from the last two. For attribut

ing the property of region of the texts, two classes

Manuscript Cen

tury

Region Place of

Copying

Language Main genre # Snip

pets

Codex Suprasliensis 1011 South Eastern Old
Bulgaria

Old Church Slavic; South
Slavic recension

hagiographical
homiletic

4,831

Cyril of Jerusalem’s
Catechetical Lectures

1112 East Kyivan Rus’ Old Church Slavic; South
Slavic recension; Transmit
ted version used: East Slavic
recension

dogmatic 4,282

Dionisio corpus
(printed)

1516 South Serbia,
Macedonia

Serbian Church Slavic;
South Slavic recension

liturgical 10,685

Apostolos (from the
Uspensky version of
the Great Menaion
Reader)

16 East Muscovy Russian Church Slavic; East
Slavic recension

gospel 14,058

Sluzhabnik ‘service
book’

18 South Serbia Serbian Church Slavic;
South Slavic recension

liturgical 3,350

Elizabeth Bible
(printed)

18 East Muscovy Russian Church Slavic; East
Slavic recension

Bible transla
tion

11,796

Table 1: Data characteristics. Online information about each body of text is available by clicking on its name.
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Figure 1: Violin plots showing the distribution of snippet

lengths in the datasets per downstream task.

are distinguished, since the transmitted versions of

manuscripts that we use have emerged either in the

Southern Slavic or in the Eastern Slavic language

area. It is important to see that partitioning along

the spatial property (i.e., downstream task: region

attribution) entails that the classes for that task will

comprise temporally heterogeneous data (i.e., di

achronic versions of the languages in that geograph

ical area) and vice versa. In the downstream task of

manuscript attribution, the data feature a specific

combination of temporal and spatial properties that

are unique to the given manuscript, etc.

The texts were available to us in transcribed form.

For sentence segmentation we used Stanza (Qi et al.,

2020) with Old Church Slavonic set as language.

The segmented material qualifies as text snippets

rather than syntactically complete sentences: some

contain only punctuation or are very short. We dis

carded snippets with character length (including

whitespace) less than 15 in order to remove seman

tically rather unintelligible strings. In Figure 1 we

show the resulting distribution of snippet lengths

in the respective datasets per downstream task.

For all downstream tasks the aggregated dataset

was split the same way into training, development,

and test partition by the ratios 80/10/10. The split

was stratified on the manuscripts and was made dis

junct on manuscript paragraphs, aiming to reduce

potential topic overlap between partitions. For the

preceding domain adaptation step the training set

was further split by 90/10 into a masked language

modeling (MLM) training and development set.

3 BERT experiments

For the domain adaption and finetuning exper

iments we report on the usage of three pre

trained models; all were available in the Hug

ging Face repository: the multilingual model bert

basemultilingualuncased, and the specifically

Cyrillic models KoichiYasuoka/bertbaseslavic

cyrillicupos and anonsubmissionmk/bertbase

macedonianbulgariancased. We have run a ma

trix of 93 model trainings: as shown in Figure 2, we

compared direct finetuning of the pretrained mod

els (henceforth also referenced as the base models)

on the downstream tasks vs. domain adapting the

pretrained models plus their subsequent finetuning.

The pretrained models serve as baseline for each

downstream task, i.e. baseline results are obtained

via the experiments along the right arrow.

3.1 Domain adaptation

Vocabulary extension For domain adaptation we

extended the tokenizers’ vocabularies with the lexi

cal content of the manuscripts by adding the union

of the 100 most frequent words of each manuscript

of at least five characters that were yet unknown to

the tokenizer. We restricted the vocabulary exten

sion in order to avoid catastrophic forgetting in the

subsequent masked language modeling task.

Masked Language Modeling Subsequently,

each pretrained model was domainadapted, i.e.

finetuned on the MLM task. We added the standard

BertForMaskedLM head provided byHugging Face

for the MLM training, in effect domainadapting

the encoder weights of each pretrained model. We

trained the models on the MLM task in 10 epochs

with a learning rate of 2e− 5, the AdamW opti

mizer with a Cross Entropy loss, and a batch size of

16. We kept the best model in terms of the lowest

loss on the development set. We did not perform

next sentence prediction (NSP) since our current

downstream tasks do not require the understanding

of sentence pair relations; classification operates

on the level of single text snippets and we use mean

pooling for the downstream tasks. For both masked

LM and subsequent finetuning on the downstream

tasks, we set the maximum number of tokens to

128.

3.2 Finetuning on downstream tasks

For each of the downstream tasks we finetuned the

offtheshelf as well as the domainadapted (see

above) variants of the three pretrained models in

the same way: we added a classification head to

the encoder consisting of one feedforward hidden

layer with a tanh activation function, and a final lin

ear output projection layer to the respective number
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Figure 2: Experimental setup: we compared direct fine

tuning of the pretrained models on the downstream tasks

vs. domain adapting the pretrained models and their sub

sequent finetuning.

of classes. Input to this head was the mean pooling

over the hidden states of the last encoder layer to

which we applied a dropout with probability 0.1.

Model finetuning was conducted in four epochs,

by training on the training data and validating on

the development data with a learning rate of 3e− 5,
the AdamW optimizer with a weighted Cross En

tropy loss, a batch size of 16 and without freezing

the encoder layers. After the four epochs were com

pleted we selected the model that performed best

on the development set out of the four, in terms of

Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), i.e. the mean

value of the classwise true positive rate; we sub

sequently evaluated this model on the heldout test

data for the respective downstream task. Each such

finetuning pass was repeated five times with differ

ent random seeds for each downstream task. Via the

weighted loss for class balancing as well as via the

UAR metric we aimed to address the imbalanced

class distributions in our data.

4 Results

Table 2 reports for each BERT model the per

formace in terms of unweighted average Fscore

(UAF), in particular its mean and standard deviation

over the five random seeds. Fscore is the standard

evaluation metric in NLP for classification tasks,

and UAF expresses the classwise averaged har

monic mean of precision and recall. We observed

that the ranking of the models is similar regardless

of expressing the performance scores in terms of

UAF or UAR metric, i.e. the trend stays the same:

domainadapted models outperform their underly

ing pretrained model, i.e. the baseline. Domain

adaptation (expressed by the FromAdapted col

umn in the table) proved beneficial for all tested

language models. If we compare these results with

those obtained by the baseline models (expressed

by the FromPretrained column), we see that all

models profited from domain adaptation roughly to

the same extent. The overall low standard deviation

values indicate that the findings are independent of

the seed and thus robust.

BERT reached top performance on the three

attribution tasks that are complex and thus time

consuming for human Slavist experts. The univer

sal model bertbasemultilingualuncased yielded

very high performance and in two out of three tasks

the best results. It was not outperformed by the

two other models that had been created specifi

cally for Cyrillic texts. The universal model is

likely highly competitive due to drawbacks of the

two Cyrillic models: the uncased bertbaseslavic

cyrillicupos model was trained for token classi

fication (partofspeech tagging), so it performed

suboptimal on our downstream tasks which need

to operate on the basis of sequence classification;

bertbasemacedonianbulgariancased is based on

a cased tokenizer, but casing is not consistent in our

historical datasets.

4.1 Analysis of misclassifications

We assessed the classification output qualitatively,

manually inspecting misclassifications made by

bertbasemultilingualuncased. In terms of at

tributing region, we saw that text snippets from East

Slavic datasets got misclassified as South Slavic

when they contained a token – e.g. вънезаапoy ‘sud
denly’ – that already occurs in Old Church Slavic

manuscripts dated to the 11th century, i.e. is of

South Slavic origin, cf. Kurz (1958). Yet, what

from a technical perspective is a misclassification,

can have a significant value from the philological

point of view: it might indicate – and in this par

ticular case it indeed does – that a text snippet in a

manuscript handed down in an East Slavic context

has its roots in the South Slavic region. This is not

surprising, given that the majority of Slavic reli

gious texts were translations from Greek made on

South Slavic soil and copied later in other regions.

In turn, a text snippet containing the token таже
(‘the same’) was misclassified into the East Slavic

region, but this word is indeed seen in both East

Slavic and South Slavic texts, even in the earliest

manuscripts, cf. Kurz (1958), despite its diachroni

cal variation between East and South Slavic. Dur

ing linguistichistorical development, the Proto

IndoEuropean cluster *dj changed its phonetic
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Task Model FromPretrained FromAdapted

manuscript KoichiYasuoka/bertbaseslaviccyrillicupos 0.922 (0.004) 0.941 (0.003)
manuscript anonsubmission/mkbertbasemacedonianbulgariancased 0.935 (0.002) 0.961 (0.001)
manuscript bertbasemultilingualuncased 0.945 (0.002) 0.962 (0.003)

century KoichiYasuoka/bertbaseslaviccyrillicupos 0.952 (0.002) 0.965 (0.001)
century anonsubmission/mkbertbasemacedonianbulgariancased 0.961 (0.001) 0.977 (0.002)
century bertbasemultilingualuncased 0.959 (0.001) 0.976 (0.001)

region KoichiYasuoka/bertbaseslaviccyrillicupos 0.96 (0.002) 0.976 (0.001)
region anonsubmission/mkbertbasemacedonianbulgariancased 0.968 (0.001) 0.984 (0.001)
region bertbasemultilingualuncased 0.979 (0.002) 0.986 (0.001)

Table 2: Performance scores on the three downstream tasks on directly finetuned models (FromPretrained) that we

regard as baseline vs. domainadapted and subsequently finetuned models (FromAdapted), in terms of Unweighted

Average Fscore arithmetic mean values and standard deviations (in brackets) obtained from five random seeds.

form, in East Slavic languages developing into the

simple consonant ж [Z] – a voiced postalveolar

fricative as in viSion –, cf. Trunte (2001), p. 186,

while in South Slavic languages it remained with

the cluster, realized as жд [Zd] so that in South

Slavic manuscripts one encounters the form тажде
but the form таже is similarly common there.

Regarding chronological variation, 15th–16th

and 18th century data misclassified as 10th–12th

century contained phrasings (e.g. того ради и рече
‘and it is that for/for this reason that he says’), which

with regard to grammar and lexicon may actually

be traced back to the 11th century. However, this

specific string occurs with highfrequency and ap

pears in numerous copied Church Slavic texts, and

thereby has less profound interpretive implications.

Concerning 11th century snippets misclassified as

15th16th or 18th century material, we can exem

plify the token пристоупиша (‘they approached’)

that occurs in a snippet from a text translated in ca.

9th–10th cc., handed down in a manuscript hitherto

dated to the last quarter of the 11th century and lo

cated in the Kyivan Principality. Since the orthogra

phy of the ending -a in the given grammatical form

(3PlAorIndAkt) is more common in younger East

Slavic manuscripts – the orthographical variant that

had been in use in Old Church Slavic manuscripts

was the little yus’grapheme ѧ, cf. Trunte (2001), p.
185 –, its attribution as 15th–16th century is com

prehensible, but since this spelling was not unusual

for manuscripts of the 11th–12th cc. either, the dat

ing to the 15th16th cc. cannot be postulated on the

basis of this form.

Yet another example for variation involves the

writing of the reflexive postfix -сѧ that can stand

either directly adjacent to the word form or can be

separated from it by a space; this variation how

ever depends on modern editorial principles rather

than on scribal usus, given the medieval scriptio

continua practice. In particular, while adjacency is

used in the contemporary edition of the 16th cen

tury Apostolos (ed. BestersDilger (2014)) as well

as in the 18th century printed Elizabeth Bible (ed.

1751), likely influenced by its modern Russian (i.e.

Eastern Slavic) continuation, we see that spacing is

used in the modern edition of the Codex Supraslien

sis, in line with typographical separation from the

verbal stem inmodern South Slavic languages. This

orthographic discrepancy certainly implies some

bias, implying that BERT’s classification strategy is

getting influenced by contemporary editorial prin

ciples represented in parts of the data.

4.2 Conclusions and future work

Our current pilot study set out to investigate the

extent to which BERT can be used for provenance

attribution on PreModern Slavic manuscript data

in terms of three coarsegrained text classification

tasks that characterise temporalspatial dimensions

of historical, mainly liturgical and religious, lan

guage data. The aggregated dataset we employed

in this study contains three axes of variation – time,

region, manuscript –, allowing to perform analyses

for identifying patterns between multiple variables

that can play a role in language change. We experi

mented with domain adaptation of pretrained BERT

models and reached overall high performance on

the downstream text classification tasks. The re

sults provide plausible insights into how BERT

makes use of the data, even though we are aware

that our initial approach bears limitations for com

prehensive linguistic analyses: we showed exam

ples that shed light on why temporal and regional

variation in the texts lead to errors in the classi

fication. For further studies on language change,

we aim to make the trained models classify finer

grained phenomena and the labeled data more rep

resentative and then release these resources.
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5 Limitations

Our current goal was to investigate the extent to

which a generic BERT approach on the level of

text snippets would be able to utilize data charac

teristics that encode in a heterogeneous way the

provenance characteristics we are after. Such an ap

proach is deliberately coarsegrained and is likely

to be predominantly semanticallyoriented. Our

downstream tasks had classes that we were directly

able to generate from the manuscript level. Since

we lack ground truth provenance labels attributed

on submanuscript level, we were aware that the

current experimental setup would be suboptimal for

acquiring results that would be describing linguistic

specificities pointing out phonological, morpholog

ical, etc. features of linguistic change.

It is indeed the goal of our project to generate

such expert labels in a datadriven way; for exam

ple, our task setup is getting extended to the token

and to the character levels. We are also working on

better token segmentation and expansion of the data

in order to minimise potential manuscript biases in

terms of orthography and content.
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